
Bold Beginnings – Crime 

and Punishment

Visit to Norwich Castle for 

a Crime and Punishment trip.

The Big Question – How has the past influenced our modern day justice system?

 Why do we have laws?

 How has crime and punishment changed over time? How has it stayed the same?

 Is our justice system fair?

 When would have been the worst time to be a criminal? Why?

 When was the first police force formed?

Year  5 Milestone 3: ‘People, Power and Parliament’ – Crime and 
Punishment

Subject – History

 Use sources of evidence to deduce information about the past.

 Understand that no single source of evidence gives the full answer to questions about the past.

 Identify continuity and change in crimes and punishments through the ages.

 Compare some of the times studied with those of other areas of interest around the world.

 Describe the social and religious diversity of past society.

 Identify periods of rapid change in history and contrast them with times of relatively little change.

 Use dates and terms accurately when describing events.

Learning Activities

 Place major historical periods on a timeline – from the Romans to modern day.

 Identify common Roman crimes and how they were punished.

 Understand the influences the Romans had on the justice system today.

 Know how the Anglo-Saxons and the Vikings dealt with criminals.

 Name methods of torture used in the medieval period.

 Write a crime scene investigator’s report.

 Recall the system of wergilds in the Saxon period.

 Investigate the link between crime and religion in the Tudor period under Henry VIII.

 Analyse sources to find out about crime and punishment in the past.

 Identify the reasons for the rise of the Highwayman.

 Know about the rise of the police force in the Victorian period.

 Name key people involved in the prison reform.

 Describe what it would be like to be a prisoner in the Victorian period compared to modern day.

 Compare crimes today with crimes in the past.

SMSC: Multicultural heritage, diversity, environmental responsibility, spirituality, aspirations for our future selves.

Fabulous Finish:

Children to have a visit from a local 

police officer to talk about modern 

day crimes and punishments.

Pre-Learning task:

What is a crime? What kind of crimes do we 

have today? How do we prevent, detect and 

punish crimes? Why do people commit crimes?

Subject – Science

Explain that unsupported objects fall towards the Earth because the force 

of gravity acting between Earth and the falling object.

Identify the effect of drag forces such as air resistance and water 

resistance.

Understand that some mechanisms including levers, pulleys and gears, allow a 

smaller force to have a greater effect.

Record data and results with increasing complexity.

Test results to make predictions to set up further tests.

Analyse scientific evidence found at crime scenes, e.g. fingerprints

Subject – Art/DT

Create and innovate a moving 

picture or toy.

Experiment with combinations of 

materials and techniques.

Choose the appropriate technique 

for the desired paint effect.

Plan the order of work by thinking 

ahead.

Work in a safe way.

Evaluate the product made. 

Vocabulary

Crime, punishment, justice, 

rehabilitation, victim, defendant, 

sentence, prison, verdict, innocent, 

guilty, trial, witness, evidence, proof, 

convict, police, investigate, court, 

judge, jury, law, reform, deterrence, 

slave, noble, execution, wergild, torture, 

stocks, ducking stool, treason, vagrant, 

highwayman, hard labour, 

transportation.

PE

Develop and use attacking and 

defending skills in invasive games 

and striking and fielding games.

Explore athletic events.

RE: Reconciliation, Life in the Risen Jesus, Pentecost and other faiths.


